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Abstract. We present an all-fiber filter with symmetric for-
ward and feedback lattice structures. Using the proposed
filter, Gaussian-like spectra can be equalized in the maxi-
mally flat sense while the output power is maximized. As an
illustrative example, the proposed filter is designed to flatten
the output spectrum of a superluminescence light-emitting
Diode (SLED). Compared to existing filters, the proposed
filter achieved better performance in experiments. © 2005
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

In many applications of fiber optics, such as optical co
munications and optical measurements, it is desirable
have fiber-pigtailed broadband light sources with flat sp
tra and high power output.1,2 Various light-emitting diodes
such as superluminescence LED~SLED! are usually used
as the light sources. However, the output spectra of LE
are normally Gaussian-like. Therefore, it is of practical i
portance to develop an equalization filter to equal
Gaussian-like spectra. The filter should have two criti
specifications. First, it should be able to equalize the sp
trum to make it as flat as possible. Second, it should hav
minimal an attenuation as possible in order to obtain
maximum power output.
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Over the last few decades, much of the focus on sp
trum equalization has been given to the problem of g
equalization of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers~EDFAs!.3

However, the existing equalization filters developed
EDFAs are not suitable for broadband light sources si
they do not address the issue of minimal attenuation.
cently, a fiber equalizer for equalizing Gaussian-like spec
was developed using a 232 fiber lattice.4 But substantial
attenuation is introduced because a certain amount of in
power is lost through the second output port of the filte

In this paper, we propose a new fiber equalization filt
which consists of symmetric forward and feedback lattic
We show that the proposed filter can achieve a high po
output with the desired flat output spectrum. The symme
feedback structure also enables an analytic design of
filter. Using the proposed filter, the equalization of a SLE
spectrum is demonstrated with 0.1-dB ripple over 30 nm
bandwidth. Compared to existing results,4 the filter has
lower attenuation while attaining the same flatness of
output spectrum.

2 Equalization Filter with Symmetric Forward
and Feedback Lattice Structure

The proposed spectrum equalizer consists of two fiber
tice filters, denoted respectively by forward lattice a
feedback lattice, as shown in Fig. 1. Each lattice filter is
fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer formed by cascad
three fiber couplers with differential time delay lines. Th
two lattice filters are designed to be the same, but they
connected into a loop in a reverse manner. Using this fi
filter as an equalizer, it accepts the input light with
Gaussian-like spectrum at input port 1 or port 2 as shown
Fig. 1, and outputs the equalized spectrum at output po
or port 4, correspondingly.

To illustrate the design of the equalizer, we introduce
optical frequency asw5DLpn/2l wherel is the wave-
length,n is the refractive index of the optical fiber, and a
the differential lengths are chosen identically to beDL.
Thus, the input Gaussian-like spectrum is expressed
F(w). For the forward lattice without the feedback lattic
connected into the loop, the bar-state power transmiss
from port 1 to port 3 is denoted asPbar(w). The closed-
loop bar-state power transmission from port 1 to port 3
denoted asP(w). Applying the equalization filter to the
spectrumF(w), the equalized spectrum is expressed
P(w)F(w). The objective of the equalizer design can
described as one of designing all-fiber coupling ratios s
that the output spectrumP(w)F(w) is as flat as possible in
the passband and its central power is as high as possib

Fig. 1 Proposed equalization filter with feedback structure.
-1 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Dong et al.: Gaussian-like spectrum equalization . . .
Fig. 2 Experimental SLED spectrum responses with maximally flat
transmission.
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help of a broadband light source and an optical spectr
analyzer~OSA!. Since the isolation of the interference pa
tern is determined only by the coupling ratios of the tw
couplers, and the period of the interference pattern depe
on the length difference between the two couplers, the sp
ting ratio of the second coupler can be estimated by obs
ing that the interference pattern reaches the expected in
sity contrast. When fusing the second and the th
couplers, the fiber lengths between the couplers are m
roughly the same. After fabrication of the second and th
couplers, one of the two fibers is then stretched to achi
the desired length difference by monitoring the interferen
pattern on the OSA.

Connecting the filter to the output of the SLED whe
the Gaussian-like spectrum is measured, the equal
spectrum is observed on the OSA, as shown in Fig. 2.
the purpose of demonstrating the effectiveness of the p
posed method, an equalization filter without feedba
structure4 is also fabricated. The flattened spectra a
shown in Fig. 2 for comparison. We show that the propos
equalization filter can equalize the SLED spectrum w
0.1-dB ripples over a 30-nm bandwidth. This is the same
the results of using the equalization filter without a fee
back lattice. However, the output power in the 0.1-dB pa
band is increased by 2 dB per wavelength. This dem
strates the effectiveness of the proposed design approa

We have done simulations and experiments by usin
higher number of taps in the fiber lattices. The results h
shown that when more taps are used, the equalized s
trum is flatter but the output power is lower. Therefore
compromise between the flatness and the output po
must be taken into consideration in practice, particularly
the presence of coupling losses due to imperfect fabrica
of the fiber couplers.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a new all-fiber lattice filter to equal
Gaussian-like spectrums. Compared to existing filters
the same purpose, the proposed equalized filter can y
higher throughput. In addition, the symmetry between
forward and feedback lattices enables an analytic des
This has greatly simplified the task of filter design. Expe
mental results have demonstrated that the proposed
can flatten the spectrum of a SLED with the same perf
mance of flatness as that of existing results, and the be
is that the attenuation is reduced by 2 dB.
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The design of such an equalizer can be done in
steps. In the first step, an analytic Gaussian function
used to approximate the original Gaussian-like spectr
The Gaussian function used is expressed asF(w)
5b•exp@2(w2w0)

2/2d2#, where w0 corresponds to the
central wavelength,b the amplitude, andd the deviation of
the Gaussian function. The approximation can be done
least-squares sense when the measurement of the ori
Gaussian-like spectrum is available. In the second step
equalization filter with a transmission spectrum denoted
P(w) is designed. From the field transmission analysis,
closed-loop bar-state power transmissionP(w) is ex-
pressed asP(w)5@2Pbar(w)#/@11Pbar(w)# by using the
symmetric lattice structure of the filter. The desired fib
coupling ratios can be determined by optimizing the out
power at the central wavelengthw5w0 with constraints
that the output spectrum is as flat as possible in the ne
borhood of the central wavelength. Constraints on flatn
can be obtained by applying the maximally flat conditio
of an analytic function toP(w)F(w) at w5w0 .4

As an illustrative example, we consider the equalizat
of a Gaussian-like spectrum as used in the subsequen
periments. The spectrum is given in Fig. 2. Using a lea
squares method, the spectrum can be approximated
choosingd50.66 andw051538 nm. Thus, we takeDL
518.3mm so that the central wavelength of the equaliz
tion filter sits at 1538 nm. For this case, it is easy to ver
that it suffices to evaluate the first- and third-order deri
tives of Pbar(w)F(w) with respect tow at w5w0 . The
obtained optimal coupling ratios arek150.52%, k2

575.89%, andk3533% for the first, second, and thir
fiber couplers in the forward lattice.

3 Experimental Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed filter,
build it in experiments to equalize the SLED spectrum.
shown in the previous section, the desired coupling ra
are obtained ask150.52%, k2575.89%, andk3533%.
Using the fabrication technique,5 the two lattice filters are
made separately by fabricating three fiber couplers suc
sively on two piece fibers. This fabrication technique do
not require any splicing so it eliminates the possible sp
ing loss. The first coupler is fabricated by a fiber coupli
fusion workstation with the coupling ratio set at 0.52%
The second and the third couplers are fabricated with
-2 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)


